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BACKGROUND

• BFA in Painting & Printmaking, VCU, 
Richmond, Virginia

• Minor in art history (cinema history and 
Black art)

• Oil painting, drawing, mixed media 
collage, digital art

• YA fantasy and biographical fiction

• Black Girls Abroad









CODED COMMUNICATION

Language born of oppression



CONTEXT

“African American women, perhaps unlike any other group within America, have 
been subjected to a unique and intense form of oppression. The two main 
identities that largely shape their very being—gender and ethnicity—carry a 
double oppression, double shame, double burden, and double stigma. Not only 
must they face a racist society that has deemed their entire cultural group 
inferior, but a sexist one as well that views women as second-class citizens to 
their male counterparts.” (African American Women’s Shifting Scale 
Development, Jacquelyn C. Johnson)

Code switching: Code switching is typically a passive and harmless behavioral 
change that people do when adapting to another group, language, or 
environment. However, in the case of African American women, the act of code 
switching is intentional and driven by oppression inflicted upon them.



THESIS STATEMENT

My thesis explores the topic of Black women’s oppression by highlighting the 
experience they have with code switching in predominantly white and/or male 
environments. Black women must code switch in order to succeed in society, 
receive appropriate treatment, and avoid promoting stereotypes. It is unjust that 
Black women must code switch just to exist safely in society, especially keeping in 
mind the detrimental effect code switching has on Black women’s mental health. 
This kind of “do or die” code switching leads to issues including depression, 
anxiety, lost sense of self, internalized oppression, and feeling forced to “choose 
sides.”



THESIS STATEMENT

With my work I seek to educate and celebrate:

- Educate those outside Black women’s community on the ways Black women 
must code switch, the effect it has on them, and the penalties for not doing it.

- Encourage Black women to celebrate their Blackness and womanhood 
unapologetically to eliminate internalized racism and sexism in the community

My research on the subject will manifest into a research video, reference 
“books,” and an installation.



RESEARCH VIDEO

• Interview Black women in their 20s-30s

• Code-switching, identity, and 
experiences tied to that identity

• Filming objects with interviewee’s 
voiceover



INSTALLATION

• Curated objects (ex. Maps, plants, frames, 
timelines, tools, text)

• Includes objects created in collaboration with 
interviewees as part of the research process





• Source that one goes to for information on 
a subject (ex. dictionaries, recipes, 
yearbooks, trading cards, journals)

• Engagement and empathy

• Features a set of diverse Black female 
characters to communicate the 
research.  Their imagery appears 
throughout the “books” and possibly 
the installation.

REFERENCE “BOOKS”



REFERENCES



GOOD REFERENCE: 
LANGUAGE BARRIER

• Alina and Jeff Bliumus, 2008
• Installations made from stacks of books that 

create spatial barriers
• Analyzes the relationship between language, 

location, history, behavior, and social barriers.
• Good because: Conceptual intersections, 

striking imagery



GOOD REFERENCE: SOUVENIR

• Chantal Gibson, 2018
• Installation that highlights Black people as ”displayed, 

displaced and disappeared” within Canadian literary, 
historical, and institutional narratives.

• 2,000 souvenir spoons from different countries 
displayed side by side, each spoon painted matte black, 
thus erasing the identifiable details and making the origins 
on the spoons unknown.

• Good because: Abstraction, scale



GOOD REFERENCE: THE 
OTHER JAMES BALDWIN

• Chantal Gibson, 2019

• Interactive literary art workshop

• Participants reflected on two works edited by 
James Baldwin, Black American writer and 
activist. They used one work to critique the 
other, considering how we read, write, visually 
depict, and talk about “Others.” Participants 
rewrote the texts, using a variety of materials to 
visualize cultural and educational institutions of 
the future.

• Good because: Reflexivity, criticality, 
interactivity, and interdisciplinary 



• Italian-American cartoon (2004-2009, 2011-present)
• Fairies, magic, fashion, good vs. evil
• Problem: Overgeneralizations and erasure
• Problem: Anti-Black rhetoric

BAD REFERENCE: WINX CLUB



BAD REFERENCE: OPEN C ASKET

• Dana Schutz for the Whitney Biennial, 2017
• Abstracted painting of Emmett Till, a 14-year-old Black 

child who was mutilated and murdered by a group of white 
men in Mississippi in 1955 after a white woman accused 
him of whistling at her. 

• Problem: “Cherry-picking” what aspects of the subject to 
acknowledge

• Problem: The abstraction
• Problem: Prioritizing the art over the subject
• Problem: Minimal self-reflection which led to a lack of 

empathy



• Conceptual “blind spots”

• The project will come across as surface level 

• My use of the words “language” and “code 
switching” will be misunderstood

• Limitations creating the installation due to COVID

• Difficulty finding participants

CONCERNS



VISIONS

• Applied, abstract, and middle ground object(s)
• Tangible, audial, and visual object(s)
• Collaboration with Black women
• Empathy
• Honesty
• Clarity
• Color



THANK YOU
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